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About This Game

Extreme high speed (rip off)teamwork action has arrived on Steam, in the form of a shooting game!
As a Droid soldier, fight through the 6 on 6 online/offline team battle, and achieve victory!
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19 characteristic battle droids

Female, Male, and Mech... Each droid has an individual designed model.
Earn victory points to unlock all of them!

Costume Break

Rip the pants off of your enemy, with clothing-affected battle damage!
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Available Tactics

Melee, Fire support, High mobility, Defender, Sniper, and all-around types, various tactics are available.
All droids and weaponry have individual strengths and weaknesses.

Encounter battles where the stakes may change at any second, and maximize the advantage! It's simple, and supports
customization for maximum enjoyment!

2 fully customizable sets of Control (Novice and Expert) supported!

2 Control sets(Novice and Expart) are supported, and both of them are fully customizable.
Even beginners will enjoy the high-speed battle from their first playthrough, but will act quicker, and more accurately

depending on their skill level.
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Title: Soul Saber 2
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Yamadaya
Publisher:
Henteko Doujin
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, Vista, 8, 10

Processor: Core 2 Duo 2.4Ghz

Memory: 1000 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0b compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0b

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1000 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound compatible

Additional Notes: Gamepad is highly recommended. Low latency broadband is required for multiplayer.

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Likes others have said... a bomberman clone with some interesting graphics. For me I like the more mature art style in this
game. Nice mix of power-ups and different characters. Fun for bit, haven't played multiplayer but I suspect it would be fun as
well. If you don't like bomberman, you likely won't like this one. For me, I enjoyed it.. Edit: The developer has addressed the
issues listed here; game is currently working super smoothly.

Super cool game, really fun and as a fan of the card minigame in WoS (and WoS in general), this is very nice to see.
 I had a few issues though which I will list below, along with my opinions on how to improve them:

- After beating the game for the first time and hearing all the story, I wanted to keep "grinding" the campaign in a similar way it
can be done in the Tower; but I'm only able to skip the text at 4x Speed, while the voice keeps playing the same way. This gets
really tiring after a while, and it's basically making me want to play on Tower of Ascension only, which is a restriction I would
like to not be there. I found out though that when I travel to the Tower and then back to the first level of the campaign,
sometimes I'm able to completely skip cutscenes, before it stops working again (seems random). I really enjoyed the story, but
I'd like to be able to skip all cutscenes after finishing the game so I can grind the campaign in a faster pace.

- Sometimes I can already tell there's no way to win a battle, and I want to quit to the menu to immediately make changes in my
deck; or simply give up if the fight is too tough for me, but there's no way to quit. It would be nice if there was a way to
interrupt the fight and return to the menu.

- At first I really liked the character Winree, she's pretty cute and I wanted to keep playing her; but after a few hours It became
evident to me that healing isn't an efficient strategy. While you spend turns to revive your fallen cards, Unliving enemies can
simply maintain unstoppable pressure while their units revive automatically. I feel like healing-based decks fall at a disadvantage
when it comes to reviving, since so many "action points" are required, sacrificing potential damage just so a card can come back
at half HP... healing decks are inefficient on maintaining momentum when it comes to damage, but also lack the ability to come
back when they eventually fall behind. Maybe healing-based revival needs to become a bit more viable?

- Last but not least, I did get used to the deck arrangement after a while, but I still think it could use some improvement. There's
no way to directly remove a card from your deck, leaving a blank spot to be occupied by another card; this oftenly makes it
awkward to change the deck, and I end up replacing all my cards with 1-cost ones so I have space and capacity to create a new
deck idea. Another issue with arrangement is that when browsing cards for the deck, the pictures of the cards stop showing up,
so it's necessary to stop and go back to the previous card in the list, that temporarily solves the issue until it happens again, so it's
necessary to do this many times. So in my opinion, there are three ways deck arrangement could become better: 1 - Make it
possible to remove a card, leaving a blank spot. 2- Fix the bug where the card pictures don't show up. 3 - Allow the player to add
cards to the deck even if there's not enough capacity. Of course; that formation wouldn't be able to be saved, but this would
enable the player to explore more possibilities during deck arrangement before settling with the final formation.

I'm still having a good time with the game though, keep up the good work!. Great challenging and enjoyable tower defense
game. Highly recommended if you enjoy strategy / tower defense games.. Amazing! Even in early access, this will be an instant
classic that all will enjoy. Absolutely USELESS.. you pay for what you think youre getting. and they want ANOTHER $300.00
(or a monthly subscription) usd to unlock the BASIC FEATURES LIKE SAVING SOUND SETTINGS... save your money,
Download mixxx, its free and FULLY FUNCTIONAL. I own and operate Freethink Radio, and online shoutcast radio station,
Ive been using Mixxx broadcaster for almost 6 years.. VDJ 7 Was an absolute waste of time and money. The other comments
are correct. youre better off just getting the free version. This is a total ripoff......... This is a weird vr experience that is full of
bugs.

It's terrible. The controls are awful. It's pointless.

On a scale of 1-10: It doesn't make it into whole numbers.
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entertaining for like 5 seconds. Every time as the song ends I want to applaud.
Very good animations and music is not bad.
This anime is pretty good quality for a good price.
People who made it definitely had passion.. + Music
+ Multiple arenas
+ 3 levels of difficulty
+ Pixels graphics
There is even a story line !
Great game in general.. Like the other negative reviewer said. A game in early access doesn't has to be good but has to trigger
you with awesome possibilities to be eager to play again and again. When I play this I wanna cry. Luckely this game was in a
bundlesale for 2$ , cause its not worth the 14 euro, even if its still in alpha mode.

I think the game misses alot of things like:
1. Atmosphere. It feels empty and static and the maps are simplistic. Maybe add some variety in the maps in the form of
different landscape / vegetation.
2. Concept. I think small develop teams who are "rookies" shouldn't make a game like this where there are dozens of big
companies who make them better because of their resources. You should let your creativity go crazy and I don't see that in this
game, no , not even in the fact that you can destroy a character totally.
3. Aimsystem feels weird and the bullets look like you are shooting glitches.

For the rest ill be nice because I don't wanna bash the 2 developers who are in a learning process. Keep getting up after falling
and you eventually get there.. This is my THIRD update to this review on [Los] Minidrivers, so here we go.

The physics are out wack, many times I've lost my front wing, and flipped over it, forcing me to restart, speaking of restarting, I
can't think of a race I've not needed to restart.

After a race a Spa [Eau Rouge looks like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665by the way] Which I won, It showed I lost,
forcing me to do the race again.

In the grandstands are only cardboard cutouts with flat faces, with the example here: 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=583930310
Speaking of which, in the Minis the heads bop up and down, which should be easy to implement,

At Sochi the Pit Lane is very short, it took me three laps to actually replace my front wing, and I saw the AI having the same
problem, It needs to be longer.

The weapons you get aren't varied from last to first, so in first you could get a energy drink [Mushroom] while in last you could
get a oil [Banana] it should be the other way around to be fair and balanced.

Again on the point of the AI winning if your not ahead of them after lap one, at Silverstone I was in third and for the life of me
I couldn't close the gap, at all they won, so ridiculous.

At Barcelona in the middle sector there is a middle bit that's red you can go through without penalty, it's overpowered and
should be sealed.

The "Hot Race" which is just a race at Sepang everyday never changes, never does the "Achievement of the day" it's always
cross the line backwards. Such a basic idea, screwed up.

Second Review Below.

After buying (Los) Minidrivers again, I have seen that, indeed the creators asking for a good review for 5000 in-game currency,
Which seems desperate

Anyway, In the races i've seen, If a AI driver gets ahead of you, they will win, not matter what you do.
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The background is ALWAYS the same for EVERY track, Which is really embrassing to see. I assume (Los) Minibikers is the
same,

The powerups are mario-kart esque, if you'd played mario-kart EVER you'll know what they do,

You need to BUY your way into the career mode, not joking, no F1 game ever, has done this, This is EA level of what the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.

Simply if you enjoy (Los) Minidrivers on youtube, You may find some enjoy of this game, If not I find it hard for a casual to
enjoy this at all.

Previous review below.

(OLD) Laggy, Unfinished, Minidrivers the game should be pulled untill the controls can be modified, Ditto for full screen.
makes lag spikes less often and remove pay to win elements, I am a fan of (Los) Minidrivers on youtube, but this is garbage
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